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Floors Online: New Quick Step Range – Quick-Step Rustic

Leading flooring supplier, Floors Online are pleased to announce the inclusion of a new
laminate flooring range from leading brand, Quick-step.

London, UK (Vocus/PRWEB)5 April 2011 -- Leading flooring supplier, Floors Online are pleased to announce
the inclusion of a new laminate flooring range from leading brand, Quick-step.

This means that the new Quick-step rustic laminate flooring range will be available for purchase.

“Quick-Step rustic is a fantastic addition to the Quick-Step collection. The smaller plank format and improved
surface finishes are sure to make it a popular choice.”

Possessing an authentic surface, the range provides any room with the longed for rustic look and its ideal length
and width dimension will help given even the smallest room the illusion of looking like a much bigger space.

Like all of the installation systems used with Quick-Step laminate flooring, the rustic range also uses the
Uniclic glue less system. This system sees the flooring simply click into position, allowing for those
inexperienced in DIY to install easily.

Amongst the range is the Quick-step Rustic White Oak Brown, currently retailing at £16.66 per m2 – 28 per
cent less than the recommended retail price – and the Rustic Exotic Maple, again retailing at the same price and
offering the same saving on the RRP.

A brand created by Belgian company Unilin, Quick-step has been a key source in the evolution of laminate
flooring since first being made available back in 1997.

It has also had a major contribution in the highly realistic look and surface design that is served up today.

As an innovator, Quick-step has also played its part. It was the first flooring company to utilise a click-joint
system. The Uniclic system rid introduced glue less installation to the world, thus providing the world of DIY
with a much quicker, easier way of installing laminate flooring.

UK Flooring distributor Floors Online supply a range of laminate flooring, wood floors, solid wood floors,
engineered wood floors and vinyl flooring products.
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Contact Information
Glenn Tucker
http://www.floorsonline.co.uk
0800 088 7486

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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